Did you know not all heating fuels are created equal? For the past 5 years Southbridge Tire has
been delivering Global’s Heating Oil Plus™ to all of our customers. Heating Oil Plus™ is a
premium heating fuel with conditioners designed to keep fuel clean and stable. What that
means to you is a reduction in common fuel system problems related to clogged filters,
strainers and nozzles. In other words, fewer service calls!
After the first year of use we began to notice fuel filters were no longer caked full of black
tank sludge. After a few seasons of consistent use we began to find fuel filters that looked like
they were only in service for a few weeks. Over the course of the next few years we saw a
dramatic reduction in emergency overnight calls related to fuel system problems. The benefits
of Heating Oil Plus™ are seen through the entire fuel system, from a clean storage tank to an
efficient fire.
Recently we have been getting a lot of questions about biofuel. We sell B5 Heating fuel which
is the state mandated minimum of 0-5% biofuel. We have found Heating Oil Plus™ to be a wellbalanced eco-friendly fuel without the reliability issues, low combustion efficiency, storage and
cold weather performance problems associated with fuels of higher bio content. We love our
environment but we also love happy customers.
At Southbridge Tire Co. Inc., we pride ourselves for doing business honestly and transparently,
this business model has proven to be successful since we opened in 1959. We don’t have
hidden delivery fees or sales gimmicks. We also don’t sell inferior products and market them as
better value or environmentally friendly. We sell superior quality fuels at reasonable prices.
The additional upfront cost of premium Heating Oil Plus™ will save you money and aggravation
by reducing service bills and your dollar will go further because there are more BTUs per gallon.
If you’re fed up with poor quality biofuels, please give us a call. We would like to say thank you
to our many loyal customers and look forward to speaking to new customers who are ready to
give us a try.
https://www.southbridgetire.com/home-heating-oil-fuel/
Best Regards,
Your friends at Southbridge Tire Co., Inc.

Filter from our customer in service for one year vs. the competition. This dirty filter is from a
system with a recently replaced fuel storage tank.

Typical filter from customer using Heating Oil Plus™ vs. biofuel customer in service for one year.

Used spin on filters from our scrap filter barrel.

Used cartridge filters in our scrap filter barrel. All filters above from routine annual C&S.

